
BEMER SESSION PROVIDER REFERRAL FORM
DATE:

This REFERRAL FORM clearly communicates the agreement between the REFERRING IBD (RIBD) and the BEMER SESSION 
PROVIDER (BSP) within the USA. 

The Referral is valid for ONE SESSION (so-called Demo) or a series of SESSIONS provided by the BSP.
As such, it is the responsibility of the RIBD to download this form, complete it, sign it and email it to the BSP of choice found on 
BEMER SESSION PROVIDER NETWORK (BSPN). Once the BSPN receives the REFERRAL FORM, he/she will need to sign and 
email back to the RIBD. 

It is the responsibility of the RIBD to contact and encourage the referral (the prospect) to contact the BSP so that further 
arrangements can be made. This would include setting up the appointment, explaining BEMER Technology and Sessions and 
having the prospect fill out a BEMER SESSION USER CHART.

Whether one session or many are purchased, the BSP will do his/her best to represent BEMER and treat the RIBD ethically and 
professionally. The exchange MUST be positive and encouraging to the referral (the prospect). 
Ultimately, the BSP should know that he/she is representing a great brand and a great company on behalf of the RIBD.
Below are consents that both parties MUST agree to prior to the first session.

Fees for 1 Session or a Demo: $35

REFERRALS for BEMER SESSION(s) CONSENT STATEMENT

RIBD Signature: BSP signature:

☑  The RIBD understands:
The money paid for sessions by the Referral to the BSP are to be retained by the BSP for the services rendered 
regardless of the outcome. All Sessions' earnings are for the BSP only, and they are not to be shared with the RIBD.

The RIBD should not interfere between the BSP & the Referral as to how much the Session(s) cost. While we try to 
establish nationwide pricing standards (see the BSP SESSIONS CHART and Payment Schedule), there will be at times where the 
BSP might charge more or; even less, based on the marketplace and the BSP preferences. These service-rendered fees 
should be agreed upon prior to the first session.

If the Referral decides to buy a BEMER during or, even weeks after the session(s) were received, the RIBD is obligated to 
pay the BSP the sum of $300 for having helped the RIBD close the sale. Such payment should be transacted on the 20th 
of the following month when the sale has occurred. Clearly, it is a matter of trust and a gentlemen/gentlelady agreement. 
Remember Karma!!

All parties have read and agreed to the "Referrals Consent Statement" and consented to uphold not only the letter of this consent 
but its spirit as well. We MUST realize that we are all in it together to help one another instead of elbowing each other. So, that in 
good faith both RIBD & BSP agree to sign this form below. Best of luck!!
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☑  The BSP understands:
It is incumbent upon the BSP to always maintain a professional posture to facilitate a positive Session and a BEMER 
representation. 

The Session location space should always be clean, safe and clutter-free. All BEMER Applicators & the B-Box should be 
well kept, clean & well displayed. If other products or services are represented there, they should not be "in-the-face" of 
the referral. The BSP should refrain from cross-selling, cross-pitching and enticing the referral to do business with them 
Vs. the RIBD -- that is poaching. This is immoral and unethical, and against BEMER Policy & Procedures.

The BSP should make no negative comments about BEMER Company, BEMER technology, its affiliates, the business 
model nor the RIBD. Many of the do's and don'ts can be found in our P&P on BEMER.NET. Please take time to review. 
A breach of such rules, if proven true, will result in removal from the BSP Network (BSPN). Corporate compliance may 
also be notified.

Cell Phone:

RIBD Name:

City/State:

Email:

Cell Phone:

Referral Name:

City/State:

Email:

IBD Rank:

Business Name:

BSP Name:

City/State:

Address:

IBD Rank:

Cell:
Email:

Working Hours:

For Multiple Sessions, please refer to the BSP Schedule


